JSN PageBuilder 4 Configuration Manual
Getting Started
Overview
JSN PageBuilder 4 is the latest innovative page builder tool from JoomlaShine with great improvements in interface, features,
and user experience. It empowers users to create beautiful pages filled with full functions on Joomla! sites.
JSN PageBuilder 4 is built as a native Joomla! Editor plugin. Therefore, it works perfectly on Joomla! articles, Custom HTML
modules, and even third-party extensions. It enables you to edit articles not only in the backend but also directly in the front-end
by a native Joomla! editing mechanism. By using JSN PageBuilder 4, you can build complex Joomla! pages in minutes with no
coding skills required.
To learn more about its features, please visit the JSN PageBuilder 4 details page.

Technical requirements
Joomla Requirements
Joomla! 3.6+

Server Requirements
Software: PHP 5.3 or higher versions.
Database:
MySQL 5.1+
SQL Server 10.50.1600.1+
PostgreSQL 8.3.18+
Web Server:
Apache 2.0+
Microsoft IIS 7+
Nginx 1.0+

Browser Requirement For Backend Administration
Google Chrome 10+
Firefox 4+

Browsers support
We suggest using the latest version of Safari, Chrome, Firefox, and Brave browser to edit and display our JSN PageBuilder
content.
Support for Edge (default browser from Microsoft) might be limited in certain areas.
Support for IE11 is limited in certain areas because this browser has not been updated/improved since 2015.
Internet Explorer 10 and older versions are NOT supported anymore.
Microsoft no longer provides security updates or technical support for older versions of Internet Explorer. Therefore, using old
versions of Internet Explorer may expose you to potential security risks.

JSN PageBuilder 4 from Free to PRO
The FREE package is limited to PRO features. To use all PRO features, please follow the below steps:
Purchase a PRO version.
At Joomla! Backend, go over to “JSN PageBuilder 4 → Settings“, select “User Account“ tab and click on “Refresh license“
to refresh your license to PRO.
Clean Joomla cache and the Browser cache deeply.
Enjoy all PRO features.

Installation
How to Install JSN PageBuilder 4
Step 1: Install JSN PageBuilder 4
After downloading JSN PageBuilder 4, you have an extension installation file called jsn_pagebuilder4_x.xx.zip, in which x.xx is
the version of PageBuilder.
You can install it on the administration site as usual:
In Joomla! administration, go to menu Extensions → Manage → Install.

Start installing JSN PageBuilder 4 extension

Go to the Upload Package File tab. Here you can upload and install any extensions or templates by clicking the blue
button named Or browse for file, or just simply dragging and dropping the file to the box. The installation process
will happen automatically.

Open the Upload Package File tab

When the message that plugin was successful installed appears, click Finish. Now, JSN PageBuilder 4 has been
installed on your Joomla site and ready to use.

Install PageBuilder 4 successfully

Step 2: Verify JSN PageBuilder 4
To start with PageBuilder 4, go to Content→ Articles → Add New Articles → Switch Editor → choose JSN PageBuilder 4.

A box User Verification pops up and asks for your JoomlaShine account to verify permission for PageBuilder 4. If you have not
used any JoomlaShine products before, please choose User another account and fill in that box with your JoomlaShine
account, not your administration account.

Verify JSN account to use Page Builder 4

How to Update
To provide the best products & services to customers, our developers are continuously updating and introducing the newest
versions of JSN PageBuilder 4 with improvements. There are three places that you need to pay attention to be able to keep your
products up-to-date.
The footer of JSN PageBuilder 4 editor.

The footer of all JSN PageBuilder 4 Admin Pages.

Joomla Extensions: Update page.

When you click on the product update’s notice on the screen, you will see a pop-up like the following picture → select the
“Update” button to update the new version of your product, everything is completely automated.

When the process is done, you will see a congratulation notice board of the successful product updating.

Interface
Page Manager
Please go to Components → JSN PageBuilder 4 → choose Page Manager. In here, you can see and change any articles or
modules created by PageBuilder 4.

Go to JSN PageBuilder 4 - Page Manager

Manage JSN PageBuilder 4 - Page Manager area

Settings
JSN PageBuilder 4 Setting is an area that allows users to manage general settings for JSN PageBuilder 4 features. In the
Components menu→ click on JSN PageBuilder 4 → select Settings to show the settings page. In this page, you can make
changes for:
1. Settings
2. Integration
3. Languages
4. User Account
5. Privacy
6. Global Parameters

JSN PageBuilder 4 settings

Settings tab
This tab allows you to change settings for Media Selector Root and Revision Limit.

Settings - General

Languages
Currently, JSN PageBuilder 4 supports four primary languages. If you haven’t seen your language, please drop us a message in
“General enquiries” (/contact-us.html) section to connect with our Translation Team.
In addition, you can translate your languages and apply these files by yourself.
Select the language(s) you want to install → click on the Install selected languages button.
Click on the “pencil” icon to edit the language.
Click on the “reload” icon to revert the language.

Settings - Languages

User Account
In this tab, you can check the details of your product license and account information. Alternatively, you can renew the license
and unlink your existing account.
Refresh License

You should renew your license after you upgrade it. Click the Renew license button and wait a few seconds for the license to be
renewed.
Unlink Account

This feature allows you to unlink an existing account and change it to another JoomlaShine account with a different license or
the same one.
In the JSN PowerAdmin 2: Settings page → click on User Account tab → click on the red button to Unlink Account.
The next step is the verification step. You can read the Verification Step of the Installation section one more time.

Privacy
This feature was invented to comply with GDPR law. Please read the Privacy Policy (/privacy-policy.html) carefully and make
sure you understand and fully agree with the Privacy Policy.
Tick on 'I agree, improve my experience' option if you want to enhance your experience → click the Save settings button to
finish.

Settings - Privacy

Global Parameters Settings
This setting allows you to enable advanced media selectors created by JoomlaShine.
Select Yes to enable media picker → click the Save button to finish.
One of the ways to experience this feature, in the Article Manager page → edit an article → click on Images and Links tab
to select Intro Image.

Click the Select button, you can see the Media selection method as the below screenshot.

Settings - Global Parameters

Page Structures & Elements
Element’s general settings
Attributes

Attributes

You can set custom values for several native attributes of the HTML code elements so that you can use them in custom
CSS/JS code later. Here are the list of supported attributes:
ID
Class
Name
Besides some native attributes, you can define custom attributes for more advanced customization.

Visibility

Visibility

This parameter of the Element’s general settings is very useful if you want to hide elements in different device with four
options:
Hide On Desktop
Hide On Laptop
Hide On Tablet
Hide On Mobile

Animation
There are two cases where you can add an animation for the elements to 'spice up' your page.
When Display: Add an animation style when moving down the screen.
When Mouse Over: Add an animation style when moving the pointer over its trigger area.
With each case, you have different animation choices.

Animation Settings

Element’s style settings
Overall
Content colour - this parameter allows you to choose the colour for the content, which can be text or icon.

Note: Some elements like “Image” don’t have this parameter.

Spacing
Parameters in this group allow you to control the spacing around and inside the elements.
Padding/Margin parameter comes with empty boxes that allow you to fill in the spacing value for 4 sides: top - right - bottom left.

Typography
This allows users to change or add more font families by opening the Font Manager.

With each font, you can configure the following parameters:
Font Size
Text Alignment
Text Style

Moreover, the More Settings button gives you 4 extra options:
Font Weight
Line Height
Letter Spacing
Text Transform

Background
Parameters in this group allow you to configure the element’s background which could be colour or image.
Once you have selected a background image, the More Settings button will provide you with 4 more choices to configure the
background image:
Background Position. (https://css-tricks.com/almanac/properties/b/background-position/)
Background Repeat. (https://css-tricks.com/almanac/properties/b/background-repeat/)
Background Size. (https://css-tricks.com/almanac/properties/b/background-size/)
Background Attachment. (https://css-tricks.com/almanac/properties/b/background-attachment/)

Border
You can easily change the element’s border styling via Border Style and Border Color.

The More Settings button gives two other choices to adjust the Border Width and Border Radius.

Display
PageBuilder 4 allows users to manage the element arrangement via three CSS display options:
Inline
Block
Flex
Read more:
Understanding CSS Display: None, Block, Inline, and Inline-Block. (https://medium.com/betterprogramming/understanding-css-display-none-block-inline-and-inline-block-63f6510df93)
Understanding CSS Flexbox. (https://codeburst.io/understanding-css-flexbox-d6162885fefe)

Custom CSS
All settings that you made for the elements will be displayed in the Custom CSS parameter.
If you change the CSS code in this parameter, all the changes will be applied for your page editor.

Custom CSS

Style presets
Joomlashine provides ready to use style presets that allow you to build your page quickly.
Currently, this feature is available only for some elements, but in the near future, we will update style presets for all.

Device-specific settings
All element style settings can be configured once for all devices like Laptop, Tablet, and Mobile. To edit the styling for the
specific device, users can use the Device Switcher to switch editing mode to the target device and adjust style settings for it.

Device-specific settings

Note: Parameter configured in “All Devices” will have effects on all devices and normally works correctly. Only in rare cases,
you will have to do the configuration for specific devices.

Device Sensitivity
This is a highlighted feature of PageBuilder 4 which allows you to set parameter values for a specific screen such as laptop,
mobile, or tablet. Once selecting an element, you will find the ‘computer monitor’ icon next to each parameter in the styling tab.

Device Sensitivity

How it works
By using this feature, you can set a parameter value for a specific screen.

Device sensitivity - How it works

For example, in order to set the Border colour on Mobile view only, you can click on the ‘computer monitor icon’ and choose
Mobile. Then, let’s select a colour for the border on Mobile. Finally, switch back to All Devices view to see the difference.

Layout element
Layout element is designed to structure your page better with recommended layouts, which can help you increase your
conversion rate. Using this element will give you and others an overall view of the page even when it gets more complicated.
Layout elements include Section, Row, and Column, which are the core of the JoomlaShine element's hierarchy. Via arranged
section/row/column containers, you can create your initial structure and then fill it with other elements.

Layout element

There are 10 pre-built layouts for you to start with, feel free to customize them as the way you want. We will continue to add
more variations to give you more choices and help you save time to build your pages by PageBuilder 4.
The structure of the page layout is now becoming simple with this feature. In the scale of this article, just take a look at the
screenshot below to understand how normally a page is structured.

10 pre-built layouts

Layout element configuration
Section, Row, and Column have different parameters allowing you to fine-tune content appearance to reach the best possible
conversion rate.
Section configuration

Sections are the primary elements of every single page. A section includes one or more rows. It is possible to control the
number of rows in a section via the General tab.

Layout element - Section configuration

General tab's parameters

Rows: Move, copy, delete a row.
Add Row: Add a row to this section, the number of row in a section is unlimited.
1. Content

Set Fixed Width: This setting is enabled by default, it wraps content in the section with a fixed width.
You can set the fixed width in Max Width setting. When it is disabled, the content in that section will
expand to the full section’s width.
Max Width: Enable / By default it’s 1170px, min value is 700px and max value is 2000px.

Row configuration

A row contains one or more columns, its quantity can be controlled through the General tab.

Layout element - Row configuration

General tab's parameters

Columns: Move, copy, delete a column.
Add Column: Add a column to this row, the number of columns in a row is unlimited.
1. Content

Content Position: Specify the position for the content inside this row.
Enable Equal Width: Make all columns inside this row have equal width.
Enable Equal Height: Make all columns inside this row have equal height.

Column configuration

When adding a new column to your layout, it will be automatically contained in a row. Besides, all new adding elements (apart
from Layout elements) will be nested in a column.

Column configuration

Tabs element
The Tabs element is designed to present content in separate tabs in order to increase the conversion rate. You can show
various elements as the tab’s content either independently for each tab or together in one tab.
To use the Tabs element, choose the Add element button on the sidebar menu →ADVANCED→ choose the Tabs element and
then drag and drop it into the page editor.
Note: You can search for this element by using the search function instead of finding it in the sidebar.

Tabs element

The Tabs element comes with multiple variations covering most of your needs. But we will continue to add more variations
to give you more choices and save your time.

Tabs element configuration
The Tabs element comes with plenty of parameters allowing you to fine-tune content appearance to reach the best possible
conversion rate.

Tab element configuration

The parameters in the General and Styling tabs are specific for this element. Read about them in the following part.
General tab's parameters

Tab items: You can add new tabs to this element.
You can duplicate or delete the item with two corresponding icons next to each tab item’s name.
The order of tab’s items can be moved easily by dragging and dropping the 3 dots icon on the left of the
tab item’s name.
You can drag and drop other elements into each tab.
Default Active Item: Choose one of the tabs to make it appear as the default (to be seen first) when it
presents on the live page.
Header position: There are 4 positions (they are displayed as the arrows) for you to choose for the header
1. Content

position such as Top; Left; Button; and Right.
Left: if you choose this option, the tab headers will be moved to the left of the tab content. There is
an option for you to adjust the vertical alignment with 3 choices: Top, Middle, and Bottom.
Right: if you choose this option, the tab headers will be moved to the right of the tab content. There is
an option for you to adjust the vertical alignment with 3 choices: Top, Middle, and Bottom.
Top: if you choose this option, the tab headers will be moved to the top. There is an option for you to
adjust the horizontal alignment with 3 choices: Top, Middle, and Bottom. You can also set a full
width for the menu if you want.
Bottom: if you choose this option, the tab headers will be moved to the bottom. There is an option for
you to adjust the horizontal alignment with 3 choices: Top, Middle, and Bottom. You can also set a
full width for the menu if you want.

Styling tab's parameters

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Accordion element
The Accordion element is normally used to create collapsible content structure on a page to provide a cleaner user experience
and increase your conversion rate. You can use the Accordion element as the content for Tabs, Slideshow elements or to show
FAQs of your store.
To use the Accordion element, choose the icon named Add element on the left sidebar → ADVANCED → choose the Accordion
element, and then drag and drop this element into the page editor.
Note: You can search this element by using the search function instead of finding it in the sidebar.

Accordion element

The Accordion element comes with multiple variations covering most needs. But we will continue to add more variations to
give you more choices and save your time.

Accordion element configuration
Accordion element comes with plenty of parameters allowing you to fine-tune content appearance for the best possible
conversion rate.

Accordion element configuration

In this article, we’ll show the parameters of the General and Styling tabs for the Accordion element.
General tab's parameters

Accordion items: Add/remove/duplicate accordion(s) here.You also can rearrange the order of these
accordions by dragging the 3 dots icon on the left of the accordion’s name.
Accordion icon: There are 3 styles of the icon for your preferences.
1. Content

Icon Position: Choose the position between left or right.
Allow Open Multiple: Allow your visitors to open more than one tab at the same time.
Default Active Item: The default accordion item to be opened without being clicked on.

Styling tab's parameters

You can choose to style for:
Accordion Header
Accordion Content
For Accordion Header styling, aside from the below parameters, you can choose Header State for it, which contains 3
options: Normal, Hover, Selected.

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Contained element setting
The Accordion element is a group of multiple contents. You can edit Accordion Content by dragging and dropping other
elements in it as a normal section.

Contained element setting

Slideshow element
Slideshow element is designed to present a series of content items in a single compact view to help increase your conversion
rate. You can use the Slideshow element to display featured products, sales campaigns, customer testimonials, etc.
To use the Slideshow element, choose the Add element from the left sidebar → ADVANCED → choose Slideshow element and
then drag and drop this element into the page editor.
Note: You can search this element by using the search function instead of finding it in the sidebar.

Slideshow element

The Slideshow element comes with multiple variations covering most needs. But we will continue to add more variations to
give you more choices and save your time.
Now, you can drag a variation of this element to the layout and see how it can be configured.

Slideshow element configuration
Slideshow element comes with plenty of parameters allowing you to fine-tune content appearance for the best possible
conversion rate.

Slideshow element configuration

In this article, we’ll show the parameters of the General and Styling tabs for the Slideshow element.
General tab’s parameters

Slideshow Navigation Styles

Slideshow Pagination Styles

The parameters in the General tab for the Slideshow element include:
General tab's parameters

Navigation: There are 5 different styles for the left/right arrow navigation on the slide. Or you can
choose None and navigate between slides by clicking on the pagination.
Pagination: There are 3 different styles for the pagination.
1. Slider Settings

Height: To adjust the height of the slideshow. The minimum is 100px and maximum is 1000px for
the Slideshow.
Loop: Enable / Disable infinite loop sliding. This works on the live page only.
Autoplay: Enable / Disable autoplay of slides in the Slideshow. This works on the live page only.

You can add a new slide and rearrange the order of slides by dragging the 3 dots icon on the left of

2. Slider items

the slide’s name.
You can also duplicate or remove the slide(s) from the slideshow.

3. Action

You can read more about the ACTION parameter

4. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

5. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

6. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab’s parameters

Styling tab's parameters

There are 2 options that can be styled for including:
Slider
Navigation: There are 3 selections to choose such as Normal, Hover, and Active.

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Nested elements configuration

Please note that the Slideshow element is the combination of multiple slides and each of which can contain various elements
depending on your design such as Heading, Paragraph, Image, Button, etc.
Additionally, you can also embed a link into each slide to redirect your visitor to the desired location after clicking anywhere on
that slide.

Nested elements configuration

Heading element
The Heading element can present a content title to catch the attention of customers in order to increase your conversion rate.
You can use the Heading element to display important ideas, to mark product sections or to introduce big sales, etc.
Note: You can search this element by using the search function instead of finding it in the sidebar.

Heading Element

Heading element comes with some variations (with text, with/without icons) covering most needs. But we will continue to add
more variations to give you more choices and save your time.

Heading element configuration
The heading element comes with various parameters for you to configure to create a high-converting heading for your pages.

Heading element configuration

The parameters in the General and Styling tabs are specific for this element. Read about them in the following part.
General tab's parameters

Heading text: Insert the content of the heading
HTML Tag: Select the heading tag for your text. (from H1 as largest to H6 as smallest)
Show icon: Choose to show or hide icon
1. Content

Icon position:
Left
Right
Top

2. Action

You can read more about the ACTION parameter

This is a place to set up:
3. Tracking

Google Analytics event to your GA account.
Facebook Pixel when a customer clicks on the element.

4. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

5. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

6. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Paragraph element
The paragraph element is designed to present any text content on your page in order to increase your conversion rate. You can
use this element as a content, body or description for any section on your page.
The paragraph element comes with multiple variations covering most of your needs. But we will continue to add more
variations to give you more choices and save your time.
Note: You can search for this element by using the search function instead of finding it in the sidebar.

Paragraph element

Paragraph element configuration
The paragraph element comes with plenty of parameters allowing you to fine-tune content appearance to reach the best
possible conversion rate.

Paragraph element configuration

General tab's parameters

1. Content

Paragraph Text: Insert your content here
Drop Cap: Enable / Disable drop cap. Enable to see the parameters below.

2. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

3. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

Style Presets: There are 4 paragraph’s alignments showing how the paragraph displayed such as
Left align
Right align
Center align
Justify

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Button element
The Button is one of the fundamental elements of any page. It acts as a Call To Action for whatever goal you are trying to
achieve on your page. You can use the Button element to redirect your visitor to any given URL, scroll to any section of the
current page, make a phone call, send an email, fire up Google Analytics or Facebook pixel events, download a file, and much
more.

Button element

The Button element comes with 4 button variations, each with different styling. We will continue to add more variations to give
you more choices and save your time.
Now, you can drag a variation of the button to the layout and see how it can be configured.

Button element configuration
The Button element comes with plenty of parameters allowing you to fine-tune content appearance to reach the best possible
click-through rate for your Call To Action.

Button element configuration

The parameters in the General and Styling tabs are specific for this element.
General tab's parameters

Button Text: The text to be displayed on the button. Button’s width will expand based on the length
1. Content

of this text.
Show Icon: Enable / Disable icon

2. Action

You can read more about the ACTION parameter

This is a place to set up:
3. Tracking

Google Analytics event to your GA account.
Facebook Pixel when a customer clicks on the element.

4. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

5. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

6. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

You can choose the style for the button in Style Presets with 6 variants.

Aside from the below parameters, you can choose Button State with 3 options: Normal, Hover, Selected.

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

List element
List element allows you to put a list of items on your page to help increase your conversion rate. You can use this element
instead of using bullet points or numbered lists of the Paragraph element in order to have more customization options. It’s also
easier & faster.
Note: You can search this element by using the search function instead of finding it in the sidebar.

List element

List element comes with multiple variations covering most needs. But we will continue to add more variations to give you more
choices and save your time.

List element configuration
List element comes with plenty of parameters allowing you to fine-tune content appearance for the best possible conversion
rate.

List element configuration

In this article, we will show the parameters of the General and Styling tabs for the List element.
General tab's parameters

1. Setting

List Type: The type of list you would like to display. There are multiple options for this.
List Style: There are two options: Inside and Outside. By default, it is set to Inside.

2. List Settings

The List items are displayed here

3. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

5. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Nested elements configuration

Please note that the List element is the combination of multiple List items. You can select it to see two additional parameters
available for each List item.
ITEM SETTINGS

Text

Add content to the List

Enable Icon

To display the icon next to each item

ACTION

Go to URL: Insert the target URL for the List
Go to URL

Scroll to Section
Send Email
Call Number

Custom HTML
By using the Custom HTML element, you can add HTML code into the PageBuilder 4 editor. HTML code helps you display
custom content on your live page with code you’ve taken from outside.
To use the Custom HTML element, choose the icon named Add element on the left sidebar → ADVANCED → choose the
Custom HTML element, and then drag and drop this element into the page editor.
Note: You can search this element by using the search function instead of finding it in the sidebar.

Custom HTML

Now, you can drag a Custom HTML element & drop to the layout and see how it can be configured.

Custom HTML element configuration
Drag the Custom HTML on to the layout and select it to see its parameters. Click on Open Editor to open the code editor where
you can copy or paste your HTML code into.

The Code Editor modal opens.

Paragraph element configuration

1. Click the Discard Change button or the Close icon at the top if you don’t want to use the custom code anymore. When you
take these action (Discard Change or Close), the custom code that you changed will not be saved.
2. Click the Save change button if you want to save the custom code you entered and it will be applied to your page editor.

Image element
The Image element allows you to add images to your page in order to increase your conversion rate. You can use this element
to make a banner image for your page, to add additional visual proof for something you are talking about on the page or to
simply decorate your page.

Image element

In the latest update, the Image element has only one design option, however, bear in mind that you can customize this element
more precisely by using General and Styling tabs.

Image element configuration
The Image element comes with plenty of parameters of settings allowing you to fine-tune content appearance to reach the best
possible conversion rate.

Image element configuration

The parameters in the General and Styling tabs are specific for this element.
General tab's parameters

You can upload an image from 3 sources:
1. Content

From Computer
From the Internet
From Image Manager

2. Action

Aside from five click action options as other elements, Image element has one special click action named
Open Lightbox which allows user to show the full-size images.

This is a place to set up:
3. Tracking

Google Analytics event to your GA account.
Facebook Pixel when a customer clicks on the element.

4. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

5. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

6. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

You can choose to style for the image in Style Presets with 4 variants

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Icon element
The Icon element is designed to allow users adding icons to the landing page with the aim to increase the conversion rate. You
can use the Icon element as Button’s text in combination with Heading or Divider element, etc.
Note: You can search for this element by using the search function instead of finding it in the sidebar.

Icon element

This Icon element comes with multiple variations covering most of your needs. But we will continue to add more variations to
give you more choices and save your time.

Icon element configuration
The Icon element comes with plenty of parameters allowing you to fine-tune content appearance to reach the best possible
conversion rate.

Icon element configuration

The parameters in the General and Styling tabs are specific for this element. You can read about them in the following part.
General tab's parameters

1. Icon Setting

Icon: Click here to choose the icon to be displayed.
Size: Set up the size of the displayed icon.

2. Action

Aside from five click action options as other elements, Image element has one special click action named
Open Lightbox which allows user to show the full-size images.

3. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

5. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

Style Presets: There are 6 types of icon’s style for you to choose

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Youtube Video element
Youtube Video element is designed to make your pages more attractive in order to increase your conversion rate. You can use
this element to share a video on your website or blog.

Youtube Video element

Youtube element configuration
The Youtube Video element comes with plenty of different parameters allowing you to fine-tune content appearance reaching
the best possible conversion rate.

Youtube Video element configuration

The parameters in the General and Styling tab are specific for this element.
General tab's parameters

Youtube Video URL: The full URL of your Youtube video.
Display Ratio: Select the video ratio display 4:3 or 16:9.
Show Controls: Show / Hide video uploader’s portrait.
1. Content

Enable Loop: Video plays constantly non-stop in a loop.
Enable AutoPlay: Turn on / off the autoplay feature.
Mute Video: Turn on / off the video’s sound.
Start at: Customize your Youtube video start time.
End at: Customize your Youtube video end time.

2. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

3. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

2. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

3. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Important:
Do not use the HTML Video element or “Youtube embedded” code. If you do that the video won’t be responsive on
mobile/tablet devices. The embedded code has a fixed width dimension and it will break the responsive layout.
Keep in mind that the AutoPlay feature works only when the Mute feature is enabled, due to Youtube’s new API about
autoplay. AutoPlay also won’t work on tablet/mobile devices because of the default mobile operating systems.

Vimeo Video element
The Vimeo Video element is designed to make your page more attractive in order to increase your conversion rate. You can use
this element to share a video on your website or blog.

Paragraph element configuration

Vimeo Video element configuration
The Vimeo Video element comes with plenty of different parameters allowing you to fine-tune content appearance reaching the
best possible conversion rate.

Paragraph element configuration

The parameters in the General and Styling tabs are specific for this element.
General tab's parameters

Vimeo Video URL: The full URL of your Youtube video.
Display Ratio: Select the video ratio display 4:3 or 16:9.
Show Controls: Show / Hide video uploader’s portrait.
1. Content

Enable Loop: Video plays constantly non-stop in a loop.
Enable AutoPlay: Turn on / off the autoplay feature.
Mute Video: Turn on / off the video’s sound.
Start at: Customize your Youtube video start time.
End at: Customize your Youtube video end time.

2. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

3. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

2. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

3. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

HTML Video element
The HTML Video element is designed to make your page more attractive in order to increase the conversion rate. You can use
this element to share a video on your website or blog.

HTML Video element

HTML Video element configuration
The HTML Video element comes with plenty of different parameters allowing you to fine-tune content appearance reaching the
best possible conversion rate.

HTML element configuration

The parameters in the General and Styling tabs are specific for this element.
General tab's parameters

HTML Video URL: Upload a video or embed a URL, just keep in mind the file size must be less than
2MB. Supported video format: MP4, WebM, and Ogg.
Show Controls: Show the video player control.
1. Content

Enable Loop: Video plays constantly non-stop in a loop.
Enable AutoPlay: Turn on/off the autoplay feature.
Mute Video: Turn on/off the video’s sound.

2. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

3. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

2. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

3. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

SoundCloud element
The SoundCloud element is designed to make your page more attractive in order to increase the conversion rate. You can use
this element to share a track on your website or blog.

SoundCloud element

SoundCloud element configuration
The SoundCloud element comes with plenty of different parameters allowing you to fine-tune content appearance reaching the
best possible conversion rate.

SoundCloud element configuration

The parameters in the General and Styling tabs are specific for this element.
General tab's parameters

SoundCloud URL: Insert your SoundCloud track URL here.
AutoPlay: Autoplay your soundtrack.
1. Content

Show Buy Button: Show Buy button of SoundCloud. The user will be redirected to a SoundCloud

page.
Show Username: Show username of SoundCloud account.

2. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

3. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

2. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

3. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

QR Code element
The QR code element allows you to create an auto-generated QR code based on the text content.
The QR code element comes with a single variation but we will continue to add more variations to give you more choices and
save your time.
Note: You can search for this element by using the search function instead of finding it in the sidebar.

QR Code element

QR Code element configuration
There is only the General tab for the QR Code element and it contains only one parameter – the CONTENT parameter. This
allows you to fine-tune content appearance to reach the best possible conversion rate.

QR Code element configuration

Content: Input the content that appears on users’ devices when they scan the QR code.
Alt-text: Input the text for the ALT HTML tag attribute for SEO.
Dimensions: The size of the QR code.

Divider element
The Divider element acts as a decorative line break between 2 elements or sections on your page in order to increase
conversion rates.
Note: You can search this element by using the search function instead of finding it in the sidebar.

Divider element

The divider element comes with multiple variations covering most needs. But we will continue to add more variations to give
you more choices and save your time.

Divider element configuration
Divider element comes with plenty of parameters allowing you to fine-tune content appearance for the best possible conversion
rate.

Divider element configuration

In this article, we’ll show the parameters of the General and Styling tabs for the Divider element.
General tab's parameters

Line Color: Choose line color for the Divider with a color picker.
Line Weight: Adjust the line weight (thickness).
Divider type: Select the type of divider.
Default: A single straight line divider with no other content on it.
Icon: A single line with an icon. There are some options to select the icon, the color & the
1. Divider Setting

size of the icon and the shape & the dimension of the outer box containing the icon.
They will appear when you switch to this divider type.
Symbol: A single line and a symbol. Options to select the symbol (6 pre-designed
symbols) and the color of the symbol will appear when you switch to this divider type.
Text: A single line and a piece of text. Options to select the color and size of the text will
appear when you switch to this divider type.

2. Symbol Settings

Symbol: Choose a symbol to be displayed on the divider.
Color: Choose a color for the symbol.

3. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

5. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

2. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

3. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Instagram element
The Instagram element is designed to integrate the social network into your page to increase your conversion rate. You can use
this element to add social proof for your store, products or simply introduce the social media pages of your brand to visitors.

Instagram element

Instagram element configuration
Before Instagram feed is displayed on your page, you need to connect to your store’s Instagram, in just a few small steps.
Step 1: Drag and drop the Instagram Element into the editor and you can see a notification “To active Instagram Element,
please fill out the Access Token parameter!”.
To get the Access Token, select Connect To Instagram option of the CONTENT parameter in the General tab like the image
below.

To active Instagram Element, please fill out the Access Token parameter!

Step 2: You will be brought to the Authorization page to authorize JSN PageBuilder 4 to access your profile info and media.
Click on the Authorize button to let JSN PageBuilder 4 access the above requests.

Connect to Instagram

After authorizing, you can get your Instagram Access Token in the screen like the image below.

Instagram Access Token

Don't forget to copy this line and paste into the Access Token section on JSN PageBuilder 4.
The Instagram element comes with many parameters that allow you to adjust the content interface to get the best conversion
rate. You can select an element in the layout to see its parameters.

Instagram is successfully connected

One small note: It is advised to regularly update your Page Editor, as the Instagram Access Token will expire if the page editor
stays dormant more than 60 day
The parameters in the General and Styling tab are specific for this element.
General tab's parameters

Get Token: Please click on the “Get Token” link and follow the instruction to get the Access Token.
Access Token: Enter the access token of your Instagram account.
1. Content

Total items: Number of photos you want to display (max value is 20).
Items per Row: Number of photos in a row you want to display (max value is 20).
Items Spacing: Spacing between images (max value is 100px).

2. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

3. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

2. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

3. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Facebook Like element
The Facebook Like element is designed to integrate this feature into your page to increase your conversion rate. You can use
this element to add social proof for your store, products or simply introduce the social media pages of your brand to your
visitors.

Facebook Like element configuration

Facebook Like element configuration
The Facebook Like element comes with plenty of parameters allowing you to fine-tune content appearance to reach the best
possible conversion rate. Select this element and put it in the layout to see & change its parameters.

Facebook Like element configuration

The parameters in the General and Styling tabs are specific for this element.
General tab's parameters

App ID: Facebook App ID. This is a required field. Please go to this link
https://developers.facebook.com/, click on the “Get Started” button located on the top right and
follow the instruction to get your Facebook App ID.
URL To Like: The Facebook page URL. This is a required field.
Content layout: Layout of Facebook Like.
Standard: Like button and written text of the number of likes
1. Content

Button: Only like button.
Button Count: Like button and number of likes on the right.
Box Count: Like button and number of likes on top
Button Size: Size of the button.
Include Share Button: Show or hide the Share button.
Show Friend’s Faces: Show or hide Facebook friend’s avatar (apply to Standard Content Layout).

2. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

3. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

2. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

3. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

4. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

5. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Facebook Page element
The Facebook Page element is designed to integrate the social network into your page to increase your conversion rate. You
can use this element to add social proof for your store, products or to simply introduce the social media pages of your brand to
your visitors.

Facebook Page element

Facebook Page element configuration
The Facebook Page element comes with plenty of parameters allowing you to fine-tune content appearance to reach the best
possible conversion rate. Now, you can select this element and drop it in the layout to see & change its parameters.

Facebook Page element configuration

The parameters in the General and Styling tabs are specific for this element.
General tab's parameters

App ID: Facebook App ID. This is a required field. Please go to this link
https://developers.facebook.com/, click on the “Get Started” button located on the top right and
follow the instruction to get your Facebook App ID.
Page URL The Facebook page URL. This is a required field.
Page Tabs: Show/hide the tabs of Facebook page. You can select multiple tabs at once.
Timeline: Display the timeline of your Facebook page.
Events: Display the event of your Facebook page.
Message: Allow the visitor to send a message directly to your Facebook page.
1. Content

Overall Width: Width of the box (min value is 180 px, max value is 500 px).
Overall Height: Height of the box (min value is 70 px, max value is 1000 px).
More settings:
Use Small Header: Put the “Liked” icon under your Facebook page name and hide the “Send
Message” button.
Adapt Width: Responsive to different screen sizes.
Hide Cover Photo: Hide the cover photo of your Facebook page.
Show Friend’s Faces: Show the avatar of your visitor or visitor’s friend that liked your Facebook
page.

2. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

3. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

2. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

3. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

4. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Twitter element
The Twitter element is designed to integrate the social network into your page to increase your conversion rate. You can use
this element to add social proof for your store, products or to simply introduce the social media pages of your brand to your
visitors.

Twitter element

Twitter element configuration
The Twitter element comes with plenty of parameters allowing you to fine-tune content appearance reaching the best possible
conversion rate. Now, you can select this element & drop it in the layout to see & change its parameters.

Twitter element configuration

The parameters in the General and Styling tabs are specific for this element.
General tab's parameters

Twitter URL: Enter the twitter URL.
1. Content

Overall Width: Width of the box (max value is 1000px).
Overall Height: Height of the box (max value is 1000px).

2. Attributes

3. Visibility

4. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have.

This is a parameter that all elements have.

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

2. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

3. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

4. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Countdown Timer element
The Countdown Timer element allows you to add a real-time countdown to your page to increase conversion rates. You can
use this element to create a sense of urgency for products, or simply give an estimated time of arrival on a special occasion
(spring sale, the new collection, store opening, etc) for your business.
Choose the first icon named Add element of the left sidebar. The Countdown Timer element is in the ADVANCED section.
Note: You can search this element by using the search function instead of finding it in the sidebar.

Paragraph element configuration

Countdown Timer configuration
Countdown Timer element comes with plenty of parameters allowing you to fine-tune content appearance for the best possible
conversion rate.

Countdown Timer configuration

In this article, we will show the parameters of the General and Styling tabs for the Countdown timer element.
General tab's parameters

1.1 Countdown Start:
There are 3 options to set up the countdown timer:
a. At a specific time:
Start time: choose the date and time to start the countdown with the format: year/ month/ day; hour:
minute.
Countdown Restart: use this option if you want the evergreen countdown. It automatically refreshes
the countdown which includes:
Every hour
Every day
Every week
1. Content

Every month
b. On the first visit: the countdown timer starts to count when a visitor opens a tab and it continues
counting when they open in another tab.
c. On every visit: the countdown timer starts to count in every tab when a visitor opens them.
1.2 Countdown End:
At a specific time: set up for the end time with the format: year/ month/ day; hour: minute
At a specific period: set up for countdown period with the format: days/ hours/ mins/ secs.
1.3 Redirect When Ends: this option is used in many cases, especially the flash sales.
Enables you to insert the URL of the page when the countdown timer ends, then when the countdown ends,
it will bring to that page.
1.4 Hide If Inactive: enable this option to hide the countdown timer when it is inactive.

2. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

3. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

MailChimp Form Element
The Mailchimp form element let you build the sign-up form and keep all collected contact in the Mailchimp account. You can
find this element inside the General List of elements.

General Settings
Log in to MailChimp and select 'Audience' from the top sidebar.

Select "Select "Audience" from the top sidebar

Click the Current audience drop-down and choose the audience you want to work with.

Click the Current audience drop-down

Click the Manage Audience drop-down and choose Signup forms.

Click the Manage Audience drop-down

Select Embedded forms of options.

Action URL

Select Embedded forms of options

Select "Unstyled" form submenu.

Select "Unstyled" form submenu

Scroll to the "Copy/paste onto your site" box and locate the form's action attribute (red line).

Copy/paste onto your site

Copy and paste the form's action URL into the "Action URL" field.

Copy and paste the form's action URL

Email Placeholder

Enter the text of email placeholder.

Enable field name

Hide/show the field name.

Name Placeholder

Enter the text of name placeholder.

Button Text

Enter the text on the Call To Action button.

Icon

Choose an icon for the button.

Layout

Show the form (field and button) horizontal or vertical.

Styling
Styling For?

Form/Input Field or Button?

Styling & Advanced Settings
This setting tab is similar to Layout’s, so please refer to the Layout element above.

Table element
The Table element helps you to create a table and add content or details about your store, products or show the plans of your
store to customers.
To use the Table element, choose the Add element of the left sidebar → ADVANCED → choose Table element and then drag
and drop this element into the page editor.
Note: You can search this element by using the search function instead of finding it in the sidebar.

Table element

Table element configuration
Table element comes with plenty of parameters allowing you to fine-tune content appearance for the best possible conversion
rate.

Table element configuration

In this article, we will show the parameters of the General and Styling tabs for the Table element.
General tab's parameters

There are 5 styles for the Table that you can choose from:
Default
Basic
1. Content

Striped Rows
Bordered Table
Hover Rows
You can adjust the number of columns and rows for the table in this section.
There are 2 options for you to choose which rows or columns are the headers.

2. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

3. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Progress element
Progress element allows you to add more data or statistics to your page. Numbers can be a great help in bumping conversion
rates because it is the fact that people always believe in convincing statics.
To use the Progress element, choose the icon named Add element on the left sidebar → ADVANCED → choose the Progress
element, and then drag and drop this element into the page editor.
Note: You can search this element by using the search function instead of finding it in the sidebar.

Progress element

Progress element configuration
Progress element comes with plenty of parameters allowing you to fine-tune content appearance for the best possible
conversion rate.

Progress element configuration

In this article, we will show the parameters of the General and Styling tabs for the Progress element.
General tab's parameters

1. Progress
Items

You can add the progress item(s) and rearrange the order of these item(s)by dragging the 3 dotted icons
on the left of the items’ names.
You can also duplicate or remove the progress item(s) from the progress box.

2. Action

You can read more about the ACTION parameter.

3. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

5. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Nested elements configuration

Please note that the Progress element is the combination of multiple Progress. To edit each progress bar, choose it separately
→ go to the General tab.
Progress Type: Select bar type: Bar or Circle
Settings

Style: Select the style for text: Text Inside, Text Outside, or Text First
Percent: Set the percentage of the progress
Weight: Adjust the bar’s thickness

Text: Enter the title for the progress bar
Header Settings

Color: Set color for the text, or bar title
Font Size: Set font size for the text, or bar title
Spacing: Set border spacing for 4 sides of the text.

Number: Set color for the number of progress value
Color Settings

Active: Set color for the active progress area
Background: Set color for the inactive progress area, or background

Google Map element
The Google map element allows you to put the map directly from Google API on to your page so your visitors can find your
location with ease. This can help to increase your conversion rate.
With this element, you can display any physical location following your needs.
Note: You can search this element by using the search function instead of finding it in the sidebar.

Google Map element

Google Map element configuration
Google map element comes with plenty of parameters allowing you to fine-tune content appearance for the best possible
conversion rate.
Now, select this element and drop it in the layout to see & change its parameters.
Basic map

Google Map element - Basic Map

The parameters in the General and Styling tabs are specific for this element. Read about them in this article.
General tab's parameters

Location: Type in your business’s address for Google Map to display. The map will show the location

1. Content

right away.
Zoom: Choose to zoom in the map.
Map Type: Choose to display the map in roadmap graphic or satellite visual

2. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

3. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

2. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

3. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

4. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Advanced Map

In case you’ve chosen the advanced map, as informed, you will need to get the Google Map API key and add it to the map via
the Google API Key field.

Google Map element - Advanced Map

The parameters in the General and Styling tabs are specific for this element. Read about them in this article.
General tab's parameters

Google API Key: To use the advanced features, you must get an API key from Google Cloud Platform
Console.
Address: Type in your business’s address for Google Map to display. The map will show the address
right away.
Zoom: Choose to zoom on the map.
1. Content

Control: Turn on to show zoom in (+) and zoom out (-) button
Draggable: Turn on to enable users to move the mouse and drag the map to the preferred location on
the map.
Map Type: Choose to display the map in roadmap graphic or satellite visual.
Style: There are 5 styles for advanced map styles: Default, Shades Of Grey, Ultra Light, Bright Colors,
Subtle Gray Scale

2. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

3. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

2. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

3. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

4. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Joomla element - Joomla Article List

Joomla Article List

Joomla Article List allows you to display a list of Joomla! Articles from a category were created before.
General tab's parameters

Category: The list categories. Select a category to display the article.
1. Content

Tag: The list of tags. Select a tag to display the articles of that tag.
Author: The list of authors. Select an author to display the articles of that author.

Limit: Limit number of the articles to show.
2. Setting

Sort By: Sort the articles by Ordering, Status, Title, ID, etc
Sorting Type: Sort the articles by Ascending or Descending.

3. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

5. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Joomla element - Joomla Article Details

Joomla Article Details

Joomla Article Details allows you to display details from any Joomla! Article was created before.
General tab's parameters

1. Content

Content Source: The list sources. Select a source to display the article.
Content Item: The list articles. Select an article to display the article details.

2. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

3. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Joomla element - Joomla Article Image

Joomla Article Image

Joomla Article Image allows you to display any image from Joomla! Article was created before.
General tab's parameters

1. Content

Content Source: The list sources. Select a source to display the article.
Content Item: The list articles. Select an article to display the article’s content item.

Image Size:
Mini - 50px
Tiny - 80px
Small - 120px
Medium - 300px
2. Settings

Large - 450px
Huge - 800px
Full Width - 100%
Custom Size:
Image Width
Image Height.

3. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

5. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Joomla element - Joomla Article Title

Joomla Article Title

Joomla Article Title allows you to display title from any Joomla! Article was created before.
General tab's parameters

1. Content

Content Source: The list sources. Select a source to display the article.
Content Item: The list articles. Select an article to display the article’s title.

2. Tracking

This is a place to set up:
Google Analytics event to your GA account. Facebook Pixel when a customer clicks on the element.

2. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

3. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Joomla element - Joomla Article Date

Joomla Article Date

Joomla Article Date allows you to display any Joomla! Article’s Date was created before.
General tab's parameters

1. Content

Content Source: The list sources. Select a source to display the article.
Content Item: The list articles. Select an article to display the article’s date.

Date Source:
Created Date
2. Settings

Modified Date
Published Date
Date Format.

3. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

5. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Joomla element - Joomla Article Author

Joomla Article Author

Joomla Article Author allows you to display any Joomla! Article’s Author was created before.
General tab's parameters

1. Content

Content Source: The list sources. Select a source to display the article.
Content Item: The list articles. Select an article to display the article’s author.

2. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

3. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Joomla element - Joomla Article Category

Joomla Article Category

Joomla Article Category allows you to display any Joomla! Article’s Category was created before.
General tab's parameters

1. Content

Content Source: The list sources. Select a source to display the article.
Content Item: The list articles. Select an article to display the article’s category.

2. Tracking

This is a place to set up:
Google Analytics event to your GA account. Facebook Pixel when a customer clicks on the element.

3. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

5. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Joomla element - Joomla Article Intro Text

Joomla Article Text

Joomla Article Intro Text allows you to display any Joomla! Article’s Intro Text was created before.
General tab's parameters

1. Content

Content Source: The list sources. Select a source to display the article.
Content Item: The list articles. Select an article to display the article’s intro text.

2. Settings

Word Limit: Enter the number of words you want the intro text displays.

3. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

5. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Joomla element - Joomla Article Read More

Joomla Article Read More

Joomla Article Read More allows you to display any Joomla! Article’s Read More was created before.
General tab's parameters

1. Content

Content Source: The list sources. Select a source to display the article.
Content Item: The list articles. Select an article to display the article’s intro text.

2. Settings

3. Tracking

Read More Text: Edit the text of Read More button.

This is a place to set up:
Google Analytics event to your GA account. Facebook Pixel when a customer clicks on the element.

2. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

3. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Spacing

You can read about the SPACING parameter

3. Typography

You can read about the TYPOGRAPHY parameter

4. Background

You can read about the BACKGROUND parameter

5. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

6. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

7. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Joomla element - K2 Item
This element is the same as the Joomla Article List element above, it allows you to display K2 items from K2 extension- one of
the JoomlaShine partners:
K2 Item List
K2 Item Image
K2 Item Title
K2 Item Date
K2 Item Author
K2 Item Category
K2 Item Intro Text
K2 Item Read More

K2 Items

Joomla element - EasyBlog Post

This element is the same as the Joomla Article List element above, it allows you to display Blog Posts from EasyBlog
extension- one of the JoomlaShine partners.
EasyBlog Post List
EasyBlog Post Details
EasyBlog Post Image
EasyBlog Post Title
EasyBlog Post Date
EasyBlog Post Author
EasyBlog Post Category
EasyBlog Post Intro Text
EasyBlog Post Read More

EasyBlog Post

Joomla element - Joomla Module.

Joomla Module

This element allows you to call the other modules to the article and custom module.
General tab's parameters

1. Content

Joomla Module: Select a Joomla Module was created before.

2. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

3. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

3. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

4. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Form from JSN UniForm
Forms seem to be an indispensable element for most websites in the world. A form is the easiest way to collect your site
visitors’ messages and personal contacts.

Form from JSN UniForm

This element allows you to add a form from JSN UniForm to the article or custom module.
General tab's parameters

1. Content

Form: Select a form from JSN UniForm was created before.

2. Attributes

This is a parameter that all elements have.

3. Visibility

This is a parameter that all elements have.

4. Animation

This is a parameter that all elements have

Styling tab's parameters

1. Overall

You can read about the OVERALL parameter

2. Border

You can read about the BORDER parameter

3. Display

You can read about the DISPLAY parameter

4. Custom CSS

You can read about the CUSTOM CSS parameter

Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting Overview
Some problems aren’t easy to avoid - even if you try your hardest to avoid them - when using JSN PageBuilder 4. Don’t worry,
these problems all have simple solutions. You can check the related articles in this Troubleshooting section.
There are occasionally some troubles within the files in the Joomla theme which are related to JoomlaShine. Sometimes, when
you’re editing pages with JSN PageBuilder 4, you can have problems with the page handle or insert invalid or empty data that
causes an error message.
There are also data limit sizes for pages and images in them and they won’t work if you exceed the allowed limit.
An explanation for the specific reasons for errors, as well as solutions, are all included in the corresponding articles in this
section.
Our JoomlaShine Support Team is always trying our best to help you anytime you need so do not hesitate to contact us!

Unknown error
Sometimes, when you edit pages with Joomla Editor or JSN PageBuilder 4, you will see this red box “Warning” in the top.
The error is not a specific case, it can be caused by different reasons when you had something wrong in the code.
When you see this message, don’t worry. Simply contact the JoomlaShine Support Team as soon as possible. Our Support
team will check the error, find out the problem and fix it for you! So do not hesitate to contact us, we are willing to assist you
anytime.

Data is empty
When you use JSN PageBuilder 4 to build or edit your pages, you might occasionally have an issue when you attempt to import
data into JSN PageBuilder 4. In some cases, you’ll encounter this error: “Unable to import your data”.
The reason for this error appearing is because your data file is empty or contains no data. So, please check and try again.
If the problem persists, do not hesitate to contact JoomlaShine support and we are always willing to give you a hand with you
to solve the issue.
Feel free to contact us!

Data is invalid
Sometimes, when you import your data with JSN PageBuilder 4, you can see this message: “Invalid data, please check your

file”.
This error can happen because your import file isn’t in the correct format. JSN PageBuilder 4 only supports JSON files, which
are exported from the app itself only.
Please check and correct your file, then try uploading again.

Problem with network
Occasionally, when you try to save or publish a page, you’ll encounter this error: “No Internet connection”.
In this situation, you’d better check your device’s connection to your local network, or try to restart your router and modem.
If the problem persists, then contact the JoomlaShine Support Team via the live-chat built into the app and they’ll be happy to
help you solve your issue.

Limit image size

In this article, you will learn how to limit the image size in Joomla Media. This can help you to resolve an error whereby you
exceed the maximum amount of data allowed on a single page.
This specific error happens when uploading an image with a size greater than 10MB.
When you upload an image into the image element, the process might take a long time to load or show the following error
message.

Create a Custom Page with a 3rd-party Extension
Falang
Falang simplifies the management of multilingual sites - it is much easier to use this extension for management than the
default Joomla! System.
Falang system allows you to translate all aspects of your site in a dedicated component, creating new languages for your
content easily.

Create a new Falang item with PageBuilder 4
Firstly, we need to have at least one item in the Falang extension. To do that, please follow the below steps :
Go to Component → Choose Falang → Translation
You are navigated to the Falang page, let’s select the language and content elements that you want.

Choose any article that you want to change the language.

Insert detailed information for that item. Then, hit Save or Save and Close button once you complete it.

K2
K2 provides an out-of-the-box integrated solution featuring rich content forms for Joomla items such as articles, nested-level
categories, tags, comments. It is similar to CCK for those acquainted with Drupal which allows adding additional fields such as
images, videos, image galleries and attachments.
This is a powerful plugin API to extend item, category and user forms, ACL, frontend editing, sub-templates & a lot more!

Create a new K2 category
Firstly, we need to have at least one K2 category. Thus, please follow the steps below:
Go to Components -> choose K2 -> choose Categories.
You are navigated to the K2 Categories page. Click on the New button to create a new category.

Create a new K2 category

Insert detail information for that category. Hit Save or Save and Close once you complete it.

Finish that category

Tutorials
Create a full-width section
3 steps to create a full-width section
Step 1:
Inside the JoomlaShine editor, choose Add Element→ Layout and drag the Full Section.

Step 2:
Select the newly created Section that you just dragged into the canvas (the Breadcrumbs trail at the bottom of the screen will
show you exactly what element you have currently selected).
In the General tab of the Section, disable the Set Fixed Width option.

Step 3:
In the Styling tab, find the BACKGROUND section.
Upload your image banner by clicking on the image icon in the Background Image parameter.
Once the image is uploaded, click on the More Settings button.
Change the Background Position to match your image’s focus point (this setting will be used to define which part of your
image can be shown in responsive modes).
Change the Background Size to “Cover”.

In the Styling tab, find the SPACING section.
Edit the top-padding and bottom-padding value to change the height of the section to fit your image’s height.
The little box in the middle will set the same value for all four sides of Padding and Margin.

Do not forget to Save & Publish your work. That’s all!
You have completed all the steps to make a fabulous full-width section for your Desktop/Laptop page. It is so easy, right?
Note:
Some JoomlaShine templates will wrap the content of your site in a fixed width. Therefore, if your section is not full-width after
following the previous steps, simply follow these steps:
First, add Class on Attributes section of General.

Open the Add Custom Code window
Copy this code and paste it into the Custom code editor section:
.main-content { max-width: 100%; padding: 0;}

Hit Save change button, then Publish your page again
Finally, check the result on the Live Page.

Set up Facebook pixel to the page
Step 1: Setup Facebook Pixel with Joomla (https://www.facebook.com/business/help/338648233365065).
Step 2: Use Facebook Pixel for your purpose
Select the suitable Facebook pixel event for your purpose. The event types that can be collected are:
Search
View Content
Add To Cart
Add To Wishlist
Initiate Checkout
Add Payment Info
Purchase
Lead
Complete Registration
Custom Event
Once you choose an event type, the event code will be generated automatically.
To check the performance of the pixel, you can install the Pixel Helper Google Chrome extension
(https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/facebook-pixel-helper/fdgfkebogiimcoedlicjlajpkdmockpc?hl=en). If the pixel
works smoothly, you would see this when clicking on the extension icon on the live page.
Step 3: Check Facebook event tracking
To check Facebook event tracking, go to your Facebook Events Manager Page (https://www.facebook.com/events_manager?
act=1376086062709502&selected_data_sources=PIXEL&selected_screen_section=DATA_SOURCES) → select the menu on the
top left corner → choose Ads Manager.
Go to Ad Sets tab → choose Columns: Performance drop-down → select Customize Columns.
Switch your view to Conversions → scroll down to select the type of pixel that you are using → hit Apply.
Select the menu again → choose Events Manager. You should see the result of your pixel fired as below.

Best Practices using Facebook & JSN PageBuilder 4.
In this part, you’ll find the most frequently asked questions related to setting up Facebook pixel and pages built with JSN
PageBuilder 4.
1) How to fire a specific Facebook event when JSN PageBuilder 4 page is loaded?
Step 1 – Open the Custom settings inside JSN PageBuilder 4 editor.
Step 2 – Insert the code below to CUSTOM JAVASCRIPT settings.
—> Code start window.trekkie.load = function(){

fbq(‘track’, ‘ViewContent’); } window.addEventListener(‘load’, function() { fbq(‘track’, ‘ViewContent’); }); —> End code
Step 3 – Click “Save change” button and Publish the page
Step 4 – Check the result with Facebook Pixel Helper
ADVANCED TIPS
If you want to send additional objectives to the Facebook event, for example, “content_name” and “content_type” please use
the following code:
—>Start Code window.trekkie.load = function(){ fbq(‘track’, ‘ViewContent’,{content_name: ‘Bearie Backpack’,content_type: ‘product’}); }
window.addEventListener(‘load’, function() { fbq(‘track’, ‘ViewContent’,{content_name: ‘Bearie Backpack’,content_type: ‘product’}); }); —>End
Code

Important: Please keep in mind that for the specific Facebook Event you can assign pre-designed objectives, so refer to the
Facebook Help doc. (https://developers.facebook.com/docs/facebook-pixel/reference/)
For example, Facebook ViewContent supports the following objectives: content_ids, content_category, content_name,
content_type, contents, currency, value.
Check the result with Facebook Pixel Helper. As you can see there are custom parameters sent including content_type and
content_name.
2) How to fire the Facebook Pixel when the user scrolled a specific section?
Step 1 – Name your section.
In our example, it’s “countdown”.
Step 2 – Add custom Javascript code.
Two things you need to pay attention to.
Firstly, the jQuery function triggers the section ID with the name “countdown”.
Secondly, for our example, we send Facebook Pixel “ViewContent” without any objects.
window.addEventListener(‘load’, () =→ { function isScrolledIntoView(elem) { var docViewTop = jQuery(window).scrollTop(); var
docViewBottom = docViewTop + jQuery(window).height(); var elemTop = jQuery(elem).offset().top; var elemBottom = elemTop +
jQuery(elem).height(); return ( elemBottom →= docViewTop && elemTop <= docViewBottom && elemBottom <= docViewBottom && elemTop
→= docViewTop ); } var scrolled = false; jQuery(window).scroll(function() { if (!scrolled && isScrolledIntoView(jQuery(“#countdown”))) {
fbq(‘track’, ‘ViewContent’); scrolled = true; } }); })

Step 3 – Check the result
As you can see the section that we assigned a unique ID is called “countdown”, and after scrolling that part the Facebook pixel
has been fired.
3) How to fire multiple Facebook Pixels on the same page?
Inside the Customer Javascript settings please include code below:
(Please replace “YOUR PIXEL ID” with your unique ID number)
—> Code Starts !function(f,b,e,v,n,t,s){if(f.fbq)return;n=f.fbq=function(){n.callMethod?
n.callMethod.apply(n,arguments):n.queue.push(arguments)};if(!f._fbq)f._fbq=n; n.push=n;n.loaded=!0;n.version=’2.0′;n.queue=
[];t=b.createElement(e);t.async=!0; t.src=v;s=b.getElementsByTagName(e)[0];s.parentNode.insertBefore(t,s)}(window,
document,’script’,’https://connect.facebook.net/en_US/fbevents.js’); fbq(‘init’, ‘YOUR PIXEL ID’); fbq(‘track’, “PageView”); —> Code Ends

As a result, you should see two pixels fired on the page load.

Use Image Manager to upload media files
The new Image Manager is built to help you save time on designing and improving your work.

You can find the new Image Manager in:
Image element
Any section element
Video element

How it works: On different devices, JSN PageBuilder 4 will generate a copied image with relevant size to that device to boost
image loading and page speed.

Upload an image
You have 2 options to upload an image:
1. Select from Image Manager
2. Add from URL

Select from Media Manager

Select from Media Manager.

Select the image and choose “Insert”.

Add from URL

Select Add from URL.

Add the image address to the input.

Upload from computer

Select from Media Manager

Select Choose Files to choose your file(s), then click Start Upload.

Make the page mobile responsive
In this article, you will learn how JSN PageBuilder 4 pages are designed to be responsive by default. However, sometimes you
will need to remember these tips to ensure a smooth experience for your visitors.

Tip 1: No fixed Image size
By default, all layouts are responsive, so never set fixed image size (including width and height) for any element.
The value you see in the General tab → CONTENT section → Image Size are default values. They are responsive to different
device modes, so you can leave them as that way.

Important: If you want to set horizontal and vertical dimensions for an element, use percentage margin and padding.

Tip 2: Percentage margin and padding
Setting dimensions with padding

Usually, when you set an image background for a section, it will first appear like this:

Switch to Styling tab → SPACING section → Insert values for top-padding and bottom-padding in the “%” unit.

You can set the Background Position and Background Size for the image when clicking on the More Settings button. In this
case, set the Center position and Cover for Background Size.

Positioning elements horizontally

To position an element horizontally, use “%” unit so it can be responsive on different screen sizes.
In this example, we want to move the paragraph closer to the centre, so we add values to the right-padding and left–padding of
the section that contains the paragraph.
Choose the Section → Styling tab → Box Styles section → add “10%” to the right-padding and left-padding.

This method comes in handy when you want to set unequal spacing on 2 sides of the element.
If you don’t want these paddings on mobile, set the Padding values back to “0px”.

Tip 3: Custom styling for each device
You can customize the design of an element for a specific device (laptop, tablet or mobile) by configuring the Styling tab.

Hiding elements on specific devices.

With JoomlaShine’s device custom design, you can go as far as hiding elements on specific devices to create a variety of
designs.
Once the element is selected, go to the General tab → VISIBILITY section → enable Hide On for Desktop, Laptop and Tablet.

Align elements on a page
Step 1: Select any element or section.

Step 2: Choose Styling tab. In the TYPOGRAPHY section, choose the Text Alignment you want.

Specify the number of columns for Mobile
Case 1: Click on the “Add" button of the Column.
Add more columns with the “Add” button of any column on any row.

Case 2: Adjust the spacing manually.
Adjust the spacing of the columns manually to set the number of columns on a row.

Use parallax effect in a section
Step 1: Select any section

Step 2: Choose Styling tab. In the BACKGROUND section, choose “Parallax" on Background Style.

How to create a mobile-customized page?
Device Switcher (All/Laptop/Tablet/Mobile)
Inside the JoomlaShine editing dashboard, you can find the Device Switcher option on the top menu bar. You can easily see
how your content will look on each device.

To show only Heading and Image on Mobile, select the element → navigates to the General tab → VISIBILITY → enable Hide On
setting for Tablet and Mobile.

Integrate with Google Analytics to track the page
Step 1: Install GA tracking code into Joomla website.
Login to your Google Analytics account (https://analytics.google.com/analytics/web/).
Select Admin → Property Settings → copy the Tracking Code.

There are 3 ways to add GA tracking code into your Joomla site.
After getting the tracking code, as per Google instructions, you need to insert the code after the <HEAD> tag on each page of
your site.
In order to do that in Joomla, you can choose one of the 3 methods below.
Using Joomla default template
Using JoomlaShine template
Using extension
Note: If you had read somewhere that you can embed the tracking code before </head>→ or after <body>→ tag, I can tell you
that way still make it works.
However, there is an issue with this method is that if a user exits your site before the tracking code can load, Google Analytic
can not record this session. A 1-second session could indicate there are some problems with your website (high bounce rate,
low loading speed, etc), and you can fix it in time.
So, embed it after the <head>→ tag ensure you can keep track of every session.
Using the default template
For this example, I will demonstrate to you using Protostar template. (Breeze 3 is the same)
1. Log in to your Joomla site backend.
2. In the control panel, go to Extensions/Templates/Templates (Site), then choose Protostar Details and Files.

3. Find index.php, and add your GA tracking code right after the </head>→ tag. Then save it.

Using the JoomlaShine template
If you use a JoomlaShine template (/joomla-templates.html), here is how you do it:
1. Log in to your Joomla site backend
2. In the control panel, go to Extensions/Templates, then choose your JoomlaShine template.
3. In the template configuration, go to System, and add your GA tracking code in after <Head>→ section.

Using Joomla plugin - extension
If you search on JED (/blog/joomla-extensions-directory-extend-your-joomla-website.html), there are many useful extensions plugins that will help you add your Google Analytics (GA) code easily. However, to save you time, I will present the 2 most
convenient and easy-to-use extensions.
Asynchronous Google Analytics
It comes with both a free and paid version. However, for adding the GA code, you only need the free version. Please follow
these steps to use this plugin.
1. Download (https://nicheextensions.com/downloads/google-analytics/google-analytics) the plugin, and install it in your
Joomla site.
2. Go to Extensions/Plugins, search for: System - Google Analytic.
3. In the Options tab, fill in your GA tracking ID.
Note: you can find the tracking ID when getting the GA tracking code.
4. Enable the Plugin.
Step 2: Set up the code into Joomla page
Select an element and then go to the General tab → TRACKING section → Google Analytics.
There will be a GA box appearing with 3 options:
GA Event Category
GA Event Action
GA Event Label

Step 3: Make sure events are firing properly
In GA, go to Reports → Real-time → Events.
Go to your page and click on the button.
Then go back to GA and you can see the name of the event category and event action that you set up before.

Use files on a page
Case 1: Make a link via a button

Case 2: Make a link via the hyperlink in the text

Case 3: Make a link via an image.

